In pursuing the investigation of gene dynamics, we are Press
INTRODUCTION ing the dynamics of biomedical processes [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Until recently, the application of these techniques in bioinformatTo understand a system fully, one must study its dynamics.
ics has been relatively limited, particularly in the analysis With the sequencing of the human genome completed last of gene expression, in part because of the paucity of data sets with sufficient time points. Those analyses that have 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed at Children's Hospi-for clustering, including phylogenetic trees [4] , self-organizthe yeast cells to several different stimuli is recorded. The data contain 79 data points in 10 time-series measured under ing maps [14, 15] , and relevance networks [16, 17] . These clustering techniques have relied on a variety of association different experimental conditions, shown in Table 1 . Of over 6000 genes in the yeast genome, Eisen included only 2467 metrics such as Euclidean distance, correlation coefficients, and mutual information. These different techniques and assogenes that had functional annotations. We analyze the same subset of genes. ciation measures have, to varying degrees, all proved successful in clustering genes known to be related in function. While many differences among these various approaches
Representing Gene Expression Dynamics exist, all of them cluster according to the absolute level of genetic expression. In this study, we propose an alternate Slopes are calculated between each adjacent pair of exapproach involving the dynamics of genetic expression, and pression data points, Et n and Et n+1 : formulate a methodology for clustering genes according to changes in genetic expression level.
Slope(n,n ϩ 1)
Clustering Genes According to Expression Dynamics Has ϭ expression level nϩ1 Ϫ expression level n (time nϩ1 Ϫ time n )
.
(1) Important Advantages
We use the term dynamics to refer to the rate of change
Since slopes are only calculated between data points within of genetic expression over time, calculated as the first-order the same time series, the 79 data points in 10 time series difference of the genetic expression levels (E t2 -E t1 , E t3 -E t2 ).
are reduced to only 69 slope measurements. Relevance networks are constructed for the purposes of 1: Gene A codes for an enhancer protein that regulates the analysis and visualization of the data. Relevance networks expression of gene B-a high level of gene A causes an are reviewed briefly here and have been described in full up-regulation of expression in gene B. Since gene B can be previously [16] [17] [18] . at many possible expression levels before being affected by Relevance networks help identify groups of interrelated gene A, the enhancer-type relationship between the two genes. A metric of association is chosen for comparing patgenes cannot be noticed by simply examining the correlation terns of genetic expression between genes. After all pairwise of static expression patterns. Instead, one needs to examine gene-gene association strengths are calculated, a statistically the dynamics of gene expression-the way in which the significant threshold level of association is determined. All expression level of gene A leads to a change in gene B-in connections weaker than this threshold are removed, leaving order to detect the underlying dynamic relationship. We small interconnected islands of significantly related genes therefore hypothesize that this dynamic approach has the called relevance networks. The method for determining this potential to discover relationships between genes that are threshold is outlined below, but as described in prior work not detectable using existing static techniques. It is the goal [16] [17] [18] it involves permuting the entire original data set, of this study to formulate, validate, and evaluate this dynamic to preserve the distribution of gene expression values, but approach for knowledge discovery in functional genomics.
breaking the link between expression value and a particular condition or tissue. The pairwise association strengths are recalculated for each permutation and the largest value of METHODS association obtained in the pairwise associations is recorded.
After a large number of permutations, this maximum value Experimental Data becomes the minimum threshold value for any association in the unpermuted data sets. We studied the Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Table 1) mRNA-expression data aggregated from several experiFor this study, we use a linear correlation coefficient as a measure of association. Slopes are calculated as described ments reported by Eisen et al. [3] in which the response of change their expression levels most of the time. Response to high-temperature shock.
shows the distribution of slopes taken from all the points in 4 Response to reducing shock. 4 Response to low-temperature shock.
the data set. The widespread stasis in the data can lead to 7 Response to diauxic shift.
seriously misleading analyses, as genes that remain stationary together can lead to an artificially high measure of associNote. The experimental conditions under which the gene expression ation.
measurements reported by Eisen et al. [4] were taken.
To address this issue, we filter out the stationary data points, including only the more dynamic ones in the analysis. This involves setting an exclusion range, or hole, around the zero slope range. We choose thresholds of Ϯ0.02 normalized above, yielding a dataset where each row is the time series slope units per minute, for a total hole size of 0.04. This of a particular gene's expression dynamics. Pairwise Pearson approach removes approximately 70.0% of the original data correlation coefficients are then calculated between all possipoints, and allows us to study the genes that change in a ble combinations of two rows. These are squared to yield coordinated fashion, while avoiding the misleading identifithe R 2 , after which the original sign is reappended to conserve cation of genes that simply remain stationary together. We the information of whether the genes are positively or negaautomatically evaluated a range of hole sizes and picked the tively correlated [7] . We call this final signed value R 2 .
value of 0.04 based on maximizing the number of retained Correlation coefficients are sensitive to outlying values, data points and minimizing the threshold association level which can bias downstream data analysis. Two symmetric in the permuted data (described below). outlying values may artificially raise the correlation coeffiThis solution leads to the second complication: Since cient of an otherwise nonlinear distribution. That is, in all many data points are removed, the remaining data can be except one or two microarrays, a gene will have a scatter very sparse. To ensure that all correlation coefficient calculawithin a small range and then due to an artifact of the tions are based on enough points to avoid too many spurious hybridization process, the one or two microarrays will have associations (as defined by our permutation analysis, below), a very high value for that gene. This is all the more striking we set a threshold requiring a minimum of five data points in the data set on which this analysis has been performed for a calculation to be valid: any pairwise distribution having where each data point belongs to a time series of a given fewer data points than this threshold is excluded from the stimulus and where the rest of the time series shows much analysis. This thresholding approach is similar to the one smoother changes. We have had to apply the filter for these used in work on clinical data relevance networks [18] . outlier values also in prior studies for the same reason [17] .
The last step in the relevance networks methodology inIt should be pointed out, nonetheless, that we will necessarily volves determining a threshold association level that repremiss those few occasions where outlier values do represent sents a likely nonspurious association between genes. We quantum and dramatic change in expression. Consequently, determine this level by permuting the time points within each an entropy-based filter is used to remove genes with outlying gene and obtaining the distribution of pairwise correlation values in their distributions from the analysis. First, the coefficient values. We perform this permutation 100 times individual entropies of the dynamics time series are calcuand then compare the average permuted distribution with lated for each gene, with the entropy H(A) defined as: the distribution obtained from the original data set. It is clear from Fig. 3 that much stronger correlations are present in
the original dataset. We comfortably place the threshold level of significance at Ϯ0.78, as no permuted data points There are far too many associations to discuss each one individually. We therefore present the strongest associations are able to achieve an R 2 value greater than that. found, as well as some of the more interesting negative associations. The full dataset and analysis are available at http://www.chip.org/chip/people/kohane/papers/dynamics/ RESULTS readme.html. Of the 71 networks, the largest one contains 154 nodes with 238 links and consists mostly of ribosomal proteins and The relevance networks generated from the dynamics related genes, such as RNA helicases, RNA polymerases, analysis are presented first. These are then evaluated in the translation initiation proteins, and other translational regulacontext of the networks generated from a static analysis tors. All of these genes are directly related in function to below.
protein synthesis. A smaller network, with 14 nodes and 19 links, also consists of mostly ribosomal proteins. The gene with the highest indegree is RRP4, a 3Ј → Dynamic Relevance Networks 5Ј exoribonuclease involved in a diverse array of RNA processing [19] . It is linked with 12 other genes, including RNA Using a threshold of R 2 ϭ 0.78, the dynamic analysis yields 71 relevance networks consisting of 348 nodes (Fig. helicases, RNA polymerases, and other translational regulators. Its high connectivity suggests that it is coregulated with 4). Of the 3,041,811 possible gene-gene connections, only 371 (0.012%) are above this threshold. A box labeled with many of the genes involved in protein synthesis and appears to interact with these genes in a dynamic manner. the gene name represents each gene. The width of each box represents its indegree-the number of other genes conOf all the dynamic associations found, Table 2 shows the 10 with the highest R 2 values. The gene pairs found are nected to it. closely related in function, including the four occurrences and MET18. RAD6 is a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme conof ASP3 (L-asparaginase II), which are redundantly present centrated in the nucleus that is essential for mediating the on the microarray used for making the measurements. These degradation of amino-end rule-dependent protein substrates associations are shown graphically in Fig. 5A . [21] . MET18, also known as MMS19, is a protein concentrated in the nucleus that affects RNA polymerase II transcription [22] . These are inversely related in their dynamics, Negative Associations with an R 2 of Ϫ0.791. It is not surprising that a gene responsible for protein degradation has an inverse relationship to a We also examine two negative associations of interest.
gene responsible for RNA transcription leading to protein First, we look at EXM2 and MAD3 (Fig. 6A) . EXM2 is a synthesis. protein involved in allowing cells to exit mitosis, while
The circles in Fig. 6B represent the static data points that MAD3 is a spindle-assembly checkpoint protein that prewe filter out to avoid direct the analysis to finding correlated vents certain cells from leaving mitosis [20] . These two changes in gene expression. If these static points are included counteracting genes appear as negatively correlated in their in the analysis, the R 2 shifts from Ϫ0.79 to Ϫ0.58, far dynamics with an R 2 of Ϫ0.797. Meanwhile, they are/are below the determined level of significance. This illustrative not found to be strongly associated in the static analysis. Figure 6B shows the distribution of slopes between RAD6 example highlights the methodological utility of the filtering
FIG. 4.
Dynamic relevance networks. The relevance networks generated using the dynamics methodology proposed in this study. Each box represents a gene, labeled with its alphanumeric identification tag. The width of each box is determined by how many other genes it is connected to. The various groups of interconnected genes are called relevance networks. The shaded genes are those that are also found in the static analysis. out the stationary data points when clustering according gene ribosomal proteins that are always up-regulated or downregulated together. It could further be argued that there are expression dynamics.
As shown in Fig. 3 , there are far more strong positive no extremely strong negative correlations because negative feedback in biological systems occurs mostly through associations than strong negative associations. Figure 7 shows the distribution for the strongest positive association multistep signal cascades. These are by definition more indirect and thus result in less tight linear relationships between (two ribosomal proteins RPL42 and RPS24, R 2 ϭ 0.957), and for the strongest negative association (two RNA polymerase negatively correlated genes. genes RPO31 and SRB8, R 2 ϭ Ϫ0.854). In general, the distributions with an extremely tight linear fit are all positive.
Comparison of Dynamics and Static Analyses It could be argued that these tight correlations represent more direct relationships between genes, such as two genes
In this work we have formulated a methodology for clustering genes according to gene expression dynamics. To occurring in the same step of a biological pathway-two Note. The strongest associations between genes found using the dynamics analysis.
FIG. 5. (A)
The strongest associations found using the dynamics analysis. (B) Selected networks found using the dynamics analysis, but not the static analysis. evaluate this methodology in the context of existing techneed to filter out any "stationary" data points since this is a static analysis. niques, we construct a second set of relevance networks based on a static analysis of the same dataset.
For purposes of comparison, we set the threshold R 2 to 0.70, creating a set of relevance networks with a similar The static analysis is performed as above, with a few key differences. First, we use the original gene expression data, number of genes as that seen in the dynamic analysis (356 static vs 348 dynamic). Of the 3,041,811 possible gene-gene and not the first difference of gene expression. Second, while the genes are still ranked by entropy value and the bottom connections, 4872 (0.16%) are found to be above this threshold. 5% (entropy threshold Ͻ2.2187) are removed, there is no   FIG. 7 Positive and negative correlations. Slope-slope distributions of the strongest positive correlation (A) and the strongest negative correlation (B). On the whole, the strongest positive correlations were more tightly linear than the strongest negative ones, as explained in the text.
FIG. 8 Comparison of networks.
A group of histone genes grouped together by both the static and dynamic analyses. The dynamics analysis (left) found few dynamic connections compared to the almost fully connected clique formed by the static analysis.
Although both analyses contain a similar number of genes, Some genes are found in both analyses, but appear associated with different genes. One particularly interesting examthere are more individual networks generated from the dynamics analysis (71 separate networks vs 45 in the static), ple is discussed here. In the dynamic analysis, three genes involved in protein synthesis are groups into a single netwhile there are far more interconnections between genes in the static analysis (4872 links vs 371 in the dynamic). These work: PRS1 is involved making PRPP, required for making amino acids [23] ; SIK1 is a nucleolar protein necessary for results may indicate that slope-slope associations are less common biologically, or that they are more difficult to detect ribosomal subunit assembly [24] ; SUI2 codes for a subunit of a translation initiation factor [25] . All three of these genes with this methodology than static associations.
We find that 133 genes appear in both the static and appear in the static analysis as well, but none are linked to each other. In fact, while PRS1 and SIK1 do appear indirectly dynamic analyses, leaving 215 genes that are exclusive to the dynamics analysis. However, only about half of the 133 related in the same network in the static analysis, they are not found to be strongly directly linked to each other. These shared genes appear linked to the same genes in both analyses-most appear linked to other genes.
examples illustrate how using both static and dynamic approaches can attain a complementary view of gene-gene relations.
Relationships Appearing in Both Analyses
A number of links are found identically in both analyses, Associations Found Exclusively in the Dynamics Analysis some of which are shown in Table 3 . A large interconnected network of histone genes responsible for chromatin structure Most of the genes appearing in the dynamics analysis are not found using the static analysis. A selection is reviewed found by the static analysis appears broken up into two networks in the dynamics analysis (Fig. 8) . This may indicate here (Fig. 5B) .
One network grouped SMD1, involved in mRNA splicing that certain associations are inherently more dynamic than others.
[26], with SPT15, a gene involved in transcription [27] . place amidst the growing set of tools for knowledge discovery in functional genomics. We anticipate that many more of the techniques developed to handle "noisy" dynamic processes in clinical informatics will find ready and immediate Another network grouped TOP1, involved in DNA replicaapplication to functional genomics. tion [28] , with DHS1, involved in DNA repair and recombination [29] . Yet another network grouped APL5, involved in vacuolar protein targeting [30] , with SNI2, a gene involved Future Work in secretion [31] .
Another interesting network consists of one cell cycle The slope measurements reported here were measured between adjacent data points. Longer-term effects can be gene BUB2 [22] and three genes localized in space in the mitochondria: SLS1 is integral membrane protein involved studied by measuring slopes between time points that are more distant from one another. The associations reported in mitochondrial metabolism [32] ; CEM1 is a mitochondrial protein involved in fatty acid metabolism [33] ; RIB2 is inhere were measured between simultaneous slopes. We are currently studying possible time-lagged associations bevolved in riboflavin synthesis, also localized to the mitochondria [34] .
tween slopes, allowing for signal propagation times and other delays. This phase generalization expands the analysis The intuitive nature of many of these relationships suggests that the dynamics analysis can identify meaningful methodology to extract even more information from the gene expression data. associations that are not found using a statics analysis.
